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1. Abstract
On June 4l 1997 equipment failure and violation of approved procedures by a crew of

workers initiated a series of events that resulted in the unnecessary exposure to neutron and
gamma radiation, from a 666 GBq Am241Be source, of forty two workers from a well logging
company in Venezuela. Due to the presence of dry mud or drilling fluids inside the logging tool,
the nosepiece was screwed off the rest of the source holder; this piece was mistaken for the entire
source holder thus leaving the source inside the tool. The tool was labelled for maintenance and
electronic laboratory personal worked near the source for seven hours before they identify its
presence. As soon as the incident was detected a contingency plan was implemented and the
source could be retrieved from the tool and placed in its shipping container. The TLD badges
indicate doses well below the annual limit of 20 mSv, and none of the workers involved in the
incident seem to show serious health consequences from it. After the incident, in order to avoid
the occurrence of similar situations, a better source and tool maintenance program was
implemented, all the workers were re-trained, and area monitors were installed in all operations
bases.

1. Introduction
In Venezuela the first oil well was logged in 1933 using conventional techniques, in the

1950's radioactive well logging was introduced in the country. At present seven companies carry
out this type of work at the national level and several radiological incidents have occurred. The
main causes of these incidents have been equipment failures, carelessness and violation of
approved procedures.

One of the radiation incidents, which have occurred, will be described with its causes and
consequences.

2. The incident
After running log of well "GUN-IX", located in north-western Venezuela, near the

Colombian border, the neutron-logging tool was retrieved from the well. According to company
procedures, approved by the Competent Authority, only Field Engineers can manipulate
radioactive source. Since he was busty, a member of the crew proceeded to extract the source
holder from the logging tool's pocket, using a half a meter long handling tool specially designed
to manipulate Am241Be sources.

The source involved in the incident was a 666 GBq Am241Be source, which according to
the manufacturer produces a neutron dose rate of 0,396 mSv/hr and a gamma dose rate of 0,45
mSv/hr at one meter [1]. The source is double encapsulated and placed in a source holder coded
S17S20 P/N 089599 by the well logging company [2].

A member of the working crew member tried to screw off the source holder from the
logging tool but due to the presence of dry mud or drilling fluids inside the tool, he screwed off
the nose piece from the rest of the source holder. Since he did not know how the source holder
looked like he mistook the nose piece for the entire source holder, and placed this piece inside the
shipping container, leaving the rest of the source holder which contained the source inside the
logging tool.
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There was an available survey meter, in working condition, in the logging truck but
nobody made a radiation survey, even-though a member of the crew reported to the field engineer
that he had had trouble extracting the source holder from the logging tool.

The logging tool, containing the unshielded source, was labelled with a red sticker by the
Field Engineer, a standard procedure to indicate the need for maintenance, and placed in a basket
located 12 meters from the working area. The tool remained in that place for eighteen hours
before it was placed in a truck and transported to the operations base, the trip took about three
and half-hours.

Upon arrival to the base, on June 5th, the logging tool was placed in the cleaning area,
where it remained for ten hours before being washed and sent to the electronics laboratory, due to
the presence of the red sticker. It was in the lab that the highest exposure to radiation took place
due to the short distances to the source and long time it took to discover the presence of the
source.

In the laboratory, the Engineers and Technicians noticed a high electronic reading but
could not find out what was wrong with the tool, since they all assumed that the radioactive
source was not inside. They worked on the tool for five straight hours, from 4:30 to 9:30 p.m., at
a distance of about a meter. At 9:30 p.m. they decided to stop working and to continue the next
day.

In the morning of June 6th, they continued their work on the tool, for two more hours, at
9:30 a.m. the Engineer in charge of the Lab reached the conclusion that the only reason why the
tool could give such electronic response was if a source was still inside. He went to get a survey
meter and detected the presence of the source [3].

3. Contingency plan
As soon as the incident was identified the Radiation Safety Officer executed the

contingency plan, which consisted of the following actions [4]:
• The source holding pocket was removed from the logging tool and placed in a security

area properly identified as a radiation zone.
• In the storage bunker the shipping container is located and the source's nosepiece is

retrieved.
• The nosepiece was grinned to facilitate its entry in the source holding pocked, and it

was screwed on the bottom piece, which contained the source.
• The entire source holder, now as one piece, was removed from the source holding

pocket and a sample was taken for a removable contamination test, which later proved
negative.

• The source holder was placed in the shipping container, which was labelled because
the source housing could not be used with logging tools due to the damage of the
nosepiece by the grinding.

• All the people involved in the incident were identified and sent to a clinic for full
blood and eye examinations, follow up blood exams were done five and fifteen days
later.

• The TLD dosimeters were collected and shipped for urgent processing.
• All the personal involved in the incident were temporarily removed from work with

radioactive material.
• A radiation safety meeting was held with the entire base personal to explain the

situation.
• The competent authority was informed of the incident on June 6th by fax.
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4. Health consequences to workers
The doses received by the workers with the higher exposure [5] and the results of the

clinical examination [6] [7], of all the workers that showed any deviation from normal health
conditions are shown in Table I.

All the remaining workers involved in the incident didn't show any health problems and
their dosimetry does not indicate any dose above the system's minimum detection level.

Several workers involved in the incident were not classified as Occupationally Exposed
Personal, due to their functions within the company, but none of the cases studied seem to show
serious health consequences from the incident.

TABLE I. DOSES AND RESULTS OF CLINICAL EXAMINACIONS
Case

GM
JA

NM
NA
RE

JC(*)
LA(*)
AL(*)
RS(*)

AC (**)
NR(*)

JCS (**)

Neutron Dose
mSv
0,352
0,176
0,176
0,352
0,264
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Gamma Dose
mSv
0,4
0,2
0,2
0,4
0,3

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Result of Clinical Examination

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

Slight Anaemia
Slight Anaemia

Low White Cell Count /Common Cold
Slight Anaemia

Low White Cell Count /Common Cold
Slight Anaemia

Low White Cell Count
(*) The second blood test showed normal results.
(**) Workers under haematological control.

5. Corrective actions taken
After the analysis of the incident's causes the following actions were taken:
• A better maintenance program was started in order to assure the working conditions of

all logging tools, sources, source holders and housings before field work.
• All the workers were re-trained on radiation safety and operational procedures.
• A safety procedures campaign was carried out to increase the awareness of its

importance, in the operations base and the fields, among all the Field Engineers and
crewmembers.

• The Field Engineer that violated the procedure was suspended from fieldwork for two
months and assigned to the Industrial Safety Department of the company.

• Internal and external audits were carried out in all the operations bases and field
locations.

• Installation of area monitors in the tool washing section and calibration laboratories of
all the bases that the company has in Venezuela.

6. Conclusions
The causes of the incident were equipment failure and mainly violation of approved

procedures, which if used could have detected the abnormal situation at the same moment it
occurred.

None of the workers involved in the incident seem to show serious health consequences
from its occurrence.
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After the incident a better source and tool maintenance program was implemented, all the
workers were re-trained, and area monitors were installed in all operations bases. The
effectiveness of these actions is now under evaluation.

It should be emphasised that this kind of incident can repeat itself in other countries if
approved procedures are violated.
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